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The President’s Message
“Now in our 43rd year and with over 270
local members, our chapter is comprised of
disciplines that span the entire spectrum of
the commercial real estate industry.”

2020. What a year it’s been. And it’s
only July! The world has changed seemingly overnight and our industry faces
numerous challenges to adjust to the
abrupt economic downturn caused by
the worldwide pandemic shutdown.
Welcome to the Kansas City Chapter of
partnership with our long-time sponsor, Kansas City Business Journal. This
insert features timely articles written by

challenges facing our industry today.
For many of us, what we love about
commercial real estate is the relationships. But in the current Covid-19 environment, it’s easy to feel disconnected.
While we wait for a return to normal,

FRANK SCIARA, CCIM, is a Vice President
with Grandbridge Real Estate Capital, a
full-service mortgage banking firm that
provides clients with a wide range of debt
and equity solutions on a variety of commercial real estate and multifamily properties. Grandbridge is a Fannie Mae DUS,
Freddie Mac seller/servicer, HUD-approved
and proprietary balance sheet lender.

designation denotes a level of educa-

to visit our website. You can receive
most of this training locally—the Kanthe core curriculum courses annually
ignation will enhance your commercial
real estate acumen, allow you to provide
even better service to your clients and

percent of commercial real estate pro-

economist Dr. Chris Kuehl who gave us
a market update amid the pandemic. We
look forward to once again resuming our
in-person speaker presentation events

mercial real estate. Clients know when
ing with a highly skilled professional.

knowledge of commercial real estate
with classes, events and much more.

a member. For more information please
visit our website, www.ccimkansascity.
com, or contact me directly at fsciara@

the national institute that help with

free core classes online. This is a great
way to refresh your skillset.

new ways to stay educated, informed
you to join our regular virtual presen-

advantage of the many opportunities to

Our award-winning Kansas City Chapters in the country. Now in our 43rd
year and with over 270 local members,
our chapter is comprised of disciplines
that span the entire spectrum of the
commercial real estate industry.

Our local chapter would not be what it
is today without the generous support
of our individual chapter members and
partners: First National Bank of OmaCompany, Q10 Triad Capital Advisors,
Business Journal and Dentons. Finally,
thank you to our event partners who
underwrite our various special events

to attend one of our future events and

list of our partners on our website. We
encourage doing business with them!

Connecting Ideas,
Capital and Clients

2001 Shawnee Mission Parkway
Mission Hills, KS 66205

More than $1.8 billion in transactions closed by the Kansas City team in the past three years
Extensive relationships with more than 100 life insurance companies, CMBS lenders, pension fund
advisors, institutional investors and commercial banks
Freddie Mac Optigo , Fannie Mae DUS , FHA MAP and LEAN approved lender
®

913-748-4456 | JPlatt@Grandbridge.com
913-748-4453 | FSciara@Grandbridge.com

®

913-748-4446 | DBates@Grandbridge.com
913-748-4461 | AHilton@Grandbridge.com

Full offering of capital markets products through BB&T Capital Markets*

Grandbridge Real Estate Capital is a subsidiary of Truist Bank, Member FDIC. Both are Equal Housing Lenders.
Loans are subject to credit approval. ©2020
*BB&T Capital Markets is a division of BB&T Securities, LLC, a wholly owned nonbank subsidiary of Truist Financial Corporation and Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Capital Markets Update
“Although the recent effects of COVID-19
have impacted capital markets, the
majority of capital sources are active and
rates are expected to remain low ... ”

hen the new decade began in
January, the series of events
that followed could not have
been predicted: the Coronavirus pandemic, ensuing ‘stay-home’ restrictions, and mandated business, school,
and entertainment closings that altered
the commercial real estate industry.
To understand how the capital marlenges, and for comparison purposes, it

ment market, which should bode well
for the commercial mortgage marest rates in the 3.0% - 4.0% range for
commercial mortgages continue to

the marketplace performed in 2019.
inated, a nearly 20% increase over 2018.
According to our industry’s governing
the leading capital source, responsigages; commercial mortgage-backed
balance of originations coming from
-

DOUG BATES, CCIM, is a Vice President, and
KATE SULLINGER, CCIM, is an Assistant Vice
President with Grandbridge Real Estate
Capital, a full-service mortgage banking
firm and proprietary balance sheet lender. Grandbridge provides clients with comprehensive and diverse access to a wide
range of debt and equity capital sources.
Grandbridge provides debt and equity capital for their clients on a variety of commercial real estate and multifamily properties
including office, retail, industrial, multifamily, hospitality and self-storage properties.

for permanent, long-term mortgag-

over a loan term of 10+ years as compared to the public and corporate bond
petitive advantage with the ability
to lock the interest rate at the application stage, and generally, prior to
allows borrowers to take advantage
of locking rate prior to full lease-up.

•

The commercial mortgage-backed
-

the uncertainty and inability to secuket recently began to show signs of life
and some lenders are originating new
-

ket recently reopened, as evidenced
-

have impacted capital markets, the
majority of capital sources are active
for the foreseeable future. The Federal
do not intend to raise interest rates
at least through 2022, sending a clear
will continue to support the economy.
Like all other investment asset classes,

nearly all lending institutions have an
abundance of capital to invest for the
balance of 2020 as they are currently behind on their allocation goals for
this calendar year. This should translate to good news for borrowers as they
position themselves to take advanand the low interest rate environment.

2018. To compare, the current 10-year

The combination of rental rate increases and cap rate compression have led
to considerable increases in property
values; with loan origination volumes
tals remaining strong, our industry was enjoying a solid start to 2020.

tinue their originations during the pandemic, often times without completing
their full standard due diligence, such
as property and third party inspections.
rent collections to gauge the impact of

were consistent with 2019, then markers, landlords and tenants continue
to face uncertainty and volatility. The
following is our mid-year 2020 sumproviders for commercial real estate:

• Commercial banks continue to activethey are being more selective on asset
classes and generally more conservative on underwriting. Compared to precost ratios are now more conservative.
most banks remain open for new business and will be competitive for loans
with their repeat borrower clients.

•

to pay rent prior to loan commitment to
ensure property performance supports

service reserves on all new loans, that
will be released to the borrower after
the ‘stay-home’ restrictions have lifted, all standard due diligence has been
completed, and the property maintains
their pre-closing collections for at least

-

material impact to operations due to the
rower agrees to, among other things, no
evictions during the forbearance period.

• Life insurance company lenders con-

tinue to originate new loans for their
portfolios, albeit with more conservative underwriting standards as com-

the multifamily marketplace, providing
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Midwest Investment Sales and
Capital Markets — What to Expect

T

he world of commercial real
estate investment sales has

continued future demand from e-commerce and increased just in time inven-

ter of 2020 we continued to see strong
sale volumes due to the low interest
rate environment combined with the
record amounts of funds raised for real
estate allocations. As shelter-in-place

also remains healthy due to its diver-

deals that were under contract were
sellers delayed or abandoned plans all
together to take properties to market.

debt markets tightened for most property types.
MICHAEL L. VANBUSKIRK, SIOR, CCIM, CRE, is
Executive Managing Director-Principal at Newmark Grubb Zimmer. He has over 26 years of
experience in investment sales/acquisitions,
corporate services, development, and real
estate consulting. Mike can be reached at 816512-1010 or mvanbuskirk@ngzimmer.com.
CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTSON, CCIM, is
Managing Director of Investment Sales and
Capital Markets at Newmark Grubb Zimmer. He has over 6 years of experience in
investment sales/acquisitions, appraisal, financial analysis, and real estate consulting. Chris can be reached at 816512-1014 or crobertson@ngzimmer.com.

ties to complete sale-leaseback transactions to free up capital to invest in
their core business while still keeping
operational control of their property
through a long-term triple-net lease.

collections that are even more apparent
in the current environment.
ing and most investors struggled to
rent pricing levels. Due to the current
economic conditions we have already
the market seeking distressed opportunities. Billions of dollars have already
been raised in new funds targeted to
distressed properties. However due to
the strong market fundamentals going
into the crisis we are seeing a substantial bid-ask gap as buyers seek discounts and sellers seek pricing at pre-

the number of Kansas City investment sale transactions in the second

safe investment that historically outperforms other investment alternatives

riers to entry. Look for increased scrutiny on tenant credit and strength of
borrower from lenders. Kansas City and
tive returns and a stable environment
for real estate investment compared
to larger markets. This applies to all
in industrial, multifamily, and med-

determined as we all better understand
With the continued historically low

that recently fell out of contract were
heavy value-add opportunities that

will be hit hardest by the current pubout the anticipated short-term down-

underwrite with uncertainty of leaseup time for vacancies, market rents,
rent growth assumptions and length of
leases. These challenges are primarities as tenants begin to potentially right
side, demand for industrial properties
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properties. But for those owners that

challenge of adapting to rapidly changing consumer patterns.
Having access to current market infor-

vacancies, we anticipate increased lev-

For companies that own their industrial properties, there will be opportuni-

crucial to the proper evaluation of your
options in this stage of the real estate
cycle.
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Modern Day Land Rush
iven the audience of the typical

guess that you own at least one
building, whether that is a personal residence, a vacation home, an investment
property, or perhaps all the above. Also
going to guess you believe these build-

you will ever own will one day crumble
into dust and return to the earth, and
the materials that make up these buildwere ever used to assemble a structure.

RUSSELL PEARSON, CCIM, is a partner with
NAI Heartland and sole member of Box Real
Estate Development. He advises clients on
industrial brokerage as well as acquisition, disposition, and development projects.

But no reason for alarm; there are silver linings here!

rules of thumb to account for building
decay. Owners of single-family properties are allowed to claim a deprecia-

thought.
Consider the value curve for a vehicle. According to UsedFirst.com an

“Much of the real estate in our city is
incorrectly appraised and likely has a much
higher land value than you have been led
to believe; a stance that is NOT popular
with county appraisers due to how taxes
are calculated.”
cost of new construction is increasing
at a high rate.

value of any given piece of real estate is
made up of two components: land and
improvements. You probably understand that arranging materials in a speegy to create value. But a brand-new

tenants are not going to pay as much
over 39 years. The implication of this is
that the improvements you install will
they are fully ‘used up’ and need to be
value each year on average and homes

matter how old they get trucks tend
of the original cost due to the utility
purpose they serve. This value curve is
similar with real estate improvements
od and slowed during times when the

THE LEADING EDGE OF

COMMERCIAL

INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE

near highways, population centers, and
amenities. The location of objects and
how we access them has a tremendous
impact on property value.
ue when the improvements are worth

than improvements and far more volatile. Land is scarce; therefore, it tends
to go steadily up in value as surrounding raw land is removed from circulation due to area growth, but it can
also swing wildly up or down depend-

ical center of earth. By comparison, a
building can be torn down and/or relocated, so the theory is that any overall property value increase over time is
caused by the land appreciating faster than the improvements are losing
value.
This means much of the real estate in
our city is incorrectly appraised and
likely has a much higher land value
than you have been led to believe; a
stance that is NOT popular with coun-

from you!]

determines its location, location drives
user demand, and demand drives pricing, then land becomes the single most
important variable determining the
success of a given real estate investaccurately forecast user demand and
properties will consistently out-perform their peers.

scarce enough values in an area can rise
to a point where tear-down and rede-

-

case it means the improvements actu-

not just the surface - landowners own

demand, and plot demographic trends;
but at the end of the day there is no
substitute to intuition and gut feel
when purchasing your very own slice

and 3900 miles below to the theoret-

MARK LONG

MIKE VANBUSKIRK

NICK SUAREZ

CHRIS ROBERTSON

1220 Washington Street, Suite 300, Kansas City, MO • 816.474.2000 • ngzimmer.com
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Downtown Update

L

ike tornado survivors emerging from a storm shelter, Kansas
Citians are stepping back into the

of the damage all around us.

will not be reopening. The convention

slowly.
Downtown felt the shock pretty dramatically, as we went from hosting the
streetcars and crowded sidewalks teeming with festive visitors. As the stay-at-

come online in 2020. This is the largest
number of apartments ever delivered in
one year in downtown’s history.

ing to June. Other hotels, including
the Crossroads Hotel, were temporarthis summer.
Although travelers are returning, several large conventions were cancelled
this spring and summer, costing the
local economy millions of out-of-town
dollars.

GIB KERR, CCIM, is director of capital markets
for Cushman & Wakefield in Kansas City,
specializing in the sale of investment real
estate. He can be reached at 816-412-0212 or
gib.kerr@cushwake.com.

eral new hotels are at various stages of
planning or construction, including the
-

Altogether, more than 1,000 new hotel

Center and is under construction with
341 units at Artistry KC at 19th & Oak.

West Bottoms is in full swing with the

became an overnight ghost-town.
Hotels were hit the hardest, with occupancy rates dipping below 10% at the
nadir. The new 800-room Loew’s convention hotel, which was scheduled to
-

along with 283 units at City Club at
nut, 184 units in the Flashcube and 148
-

Kansas City has lost countless conventions due to a lack of hotel rooms. With
the new inventory, though, we will be
much more competitive vis a vis our
peer cities. Assuming the convention
industry comes back to life, that is.

sion. And on the riverfront, North-

to the popular Bar K dog park/bar &
restaurant.

Kansas City Club (scheduled to open in
-

Downtown residents will also have a
plethora of new apartment projects to
choose from as over 1,900 new units

Kenneth G. Block, SIOR, CCIM
Managing Principal

struction at 14th & Baltimore with an

Harry P. Drake, CCIM, CPM
Strategy & Planning

Tenant Rent Relief During the Pandemic

S

ly every aspect of life looks dif-

ly was in the high eighty to low ninety percent range nationwide. Not surprisingly, landlords are showing an

demic has had a substantial impact on

small points in lease negotiations and
packages to close transactions.

new short-term challenges with their
long-term strategies while simultaneously putting the health of their workforce front and center.

According to research from JLL, rent
-

ANNÉ ERICKSON, CCIM, is an associate at
JLL commercial real estate. She is an office
broker, tenant representative and workplace
strategy specialist.
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eraged to help tenants achieve relief,
each with their own use based on the
situation:

• Forbearance is the act of refraining
in this case often takes the form of

non-enforcement of delayed rent
payment.

•

tion occurs when a company has remaining term on their lease and they look to
restructure their current lease obligation

landlord the security of a long-term lease.

•

on a case by case basis. Landlords seem to
ments with deferred payments amor-

ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

that will be home to 1,000 new downtown employees.
ing a major milestone as plans for two

to be constructed downtown in thir-

en Brooks and Jury & Associates will
-

CoWorking continues to grow downtown. WeWork recently opened their
-

-

All in all, downtown’s future is very
promising. We survived the storm. Now
GETTY IMAGES

comeback!

700 W. 47th Street, Suite 200 | Kansas City, MO 64112 | 816.756.1400 | www.BLOCKLLC.com

out the remainder of the lease term.

• A sale leaseback comes into play when

rise of short-term renewals as companies delay decision making in an era of
uncertainty.

and opts to sell the property to an invesWhile predictions about the future of
back from the investor as a tenant. This
strategy is particularly useful for companies looking to access an alternative
source of capital.
JLL research also shows an increase of
tenant improvement allowances by 4%,
with overall base rent reductions by 2%.

thing we can be sure of is that companies are placing more focus on employee
health and also overall business contitheir approach to future leasing decisions and will likely also be apparent in
how landlords manage and market their
properties moving forward.
GETTY IMAGES
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What’s Next for KC Development?

I

f we were looking for a repeat of
with emerging areas seeing the greatest impact.

months of this decade came in like a
Lion, just maybe not the kind we were
hoping for. As we approach the midway point of 2020, it feels to many like

The call to reduce or eliminate development incentives has been a topic
of much policy debate in Kansas City
as well as at the state level in Kansas

al events such as the Trump impeach-

cycle by nonstop coverage of the Coroer, cities, states, private business and

AARON M. MESMER, CCIM, is senior vice
president of Development & Acquisitions
at Block Real Estate Services, LLC. He can
be reached at 816-412-5858 or amesmer@
blockllc.com.

to move forward and what constitutes

private developments, including a new
airport and convention hotel, were
helping fuel Kansas City’s robust econes, how do we continue to shape the
skyline of Kansas City and its suburbs?

potential projects, it is important to
ditions on projects already in motion.
Kansas City was fortunate that policymakers allowed construction to continue unimpeded for the most part on
projects already underway as compared
to many markets that were completely shut down. However, those who did
downs were largely less fortunate.
ners hit pause or stop on nearly all proj-

land contracts, construction contracts,
opers were able to obtain the neces-

gory, including restaurants and entertainment, was previously hailed as the
savior of retail, but the pandemic has
threat to these business models.
Apartment developers are closely monitoring national trends, including the
possibility of remote workers moving
from crowded metropolitan areas to

that would eliminate the use of Comwithout a citywide vote of approval,
As development slows, leaving buildings unable to be redeveloped and more
lots vacant, communities with a business-friendly process and more favorable development tools will have an
advantage in obtaining new projects.

among property types, will continue to
Developers will continue to focus on
supply chain logistics and how to pro-

Within each product type, developers
will also be responding to new market
or conversions as supply chains contin-

as fortunate.

the right balance to meet their space
needs. On one hand, telecommuting
and an economic incentive to take less

slowly from hibernation, several key
elements are necessary to get development projects back to the starting
line. As in all recessions and times of
uncertainty, cash is king among them.
pleted projects, larger balance sheets,
and access to capital are starting to gain
traction while others are relegated to
the sidelines. With fewer deals to evalbeing more selective and focused on
the best projects with Class A locations.
This will slow the pipeline of projects to

per employee lower. On the other hand,
there remains a need to create centers
ready to return to a dedicated work
environment, as opposed to a sometimes crowded kitchen table.
The ever-changing retail scene is once
again on a new course to determine
already a growing portion of retail sales,
with the lockdown further accelerating
-

mile delivery.

investment and development cycle. As
close and the retrenching begins, a new
game has begun for each of us. As we
learn the rules for 2020 and beyond,
owners, developers, tenants and policy makers will need to balance updated use needs, safety and potential liability as development in Kansas City
moves ahead. With uncertainty being
the only certainty, its time to play ball.
Batter up!

The Bright Light in CRE Financing

O

ver the last several months
multifamily lending landscape.

health and the economy has
become everyone’s collective focus.

ly and professionally. Our local Kansas
regard—as we face the same economic
stress and health concerns as the rest
of the country.
From my perspective, the world of
commercial real estate lending, itself,
gies and platforms, but the bright light
we found has been in agency lenders

cies the industry had worried might
come—a reality that is largely thanks
to government-sponsored stimulus
-

-

ty in reducing debt service reserves, as

themselves unemployed. On the othgiving more consideration to cash-out
programs have also been very active in
the lending market, given some of their
distinct advantages, including such as
holding the rate at application and longer-term loans. Berkadia is one of the
largest direct agency lenders and also
has many correspondent relationships

JOHN J. SCHORGL, MBA, CCIM, managing
director of mortgage banking at Berkadia,
specializes in the placement of debt for
commercial and multifamily real estate
projects nationwide. He can be reached at
john.schorgl@berkadia.com or 816-759-0367.

While the nation as a whole has undoubt-

annual production.
ment sponsored agency programs continue to provide a much-needed source
ket. While other groups of lenders are
still active, we have seen them doing so
on a more selective basis. Thus, opening the door for these agency lenders

in activities and has revised policies
to accommodate additional loans. For

this, along with historically low interest
ing activity to HUD.
While loan activity has been impact-

tially rehabilitated properties to wait
three years before applying for HUD’s
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trend, as prices actually rose 0.8 percent year-over-year.

that multifamily performance is better than we had anticipated it might be

collaboration we at Berkadia have felt
amongst our teams, lenders and clients has allowed commercial real estate
economic adversity we face. While government-sponsored agency programs
have been our bright light in this challenging time, we know that no matter
what, we are all committed to collaborating towards a solution.
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Industrial – COVID-19: For Better or Worse?

A

started stay-at-home orders, it seemed
though as if the world was coming to a
complete halt and that all industrial real
estate transactions would be put on hold

demic. There have been some delays, but
transactions continue to move forward.

To put a positive spin on a negative situation, our available labor force should
help drive momentum.

to pandemic, ecommerce made up 12%
of all retail transactions. The latest survey since the outbreak, has shown that
ecommerce has seen a 48% increase with
no signs of slowing down. Online grocery

Looking Ahead
Because construction companies were
seen as essential, the speculative buildings that were under construction continued to move forward and many planned
projects seem to continue to move toward

with constant conference calls with clients who were looking for market direction. At the time, it seemed like landlords
were going to have to give every concession to ensure the success of tenants to
not ultimately end up with vacant buildings. But then it seemed that the follow-

JOE ORSCHELN, CCIM, SIOR, is senior vice
president of CBRE. He specializes in representing clients with acquisition/disposition
needs and structuring lease transactions.
He can be reached at 816-820-1013 or Joe.
orscheln@cbre.com.

days of the pandemic, likely accelerating
house/distribution growth in the “food

world unanimously decided to just start
fully working again. Here is what has
occurred and where we are going:

er the storm and if they needed help, it

fundamentally strong. We have had clients from other markets that need an
additional DC in Kansas City recently that
ity due to the current state of market and
landlord’s hunger for tenants. Unfortu-

way to get to those solutions was through
open and honest communication which

Landlord Concessions
tunity to strengthen communications
between all parties. Landlords needed to
to get a better understanding and help
landlords evaluate the overall strength
of their portfolios, while tenants needas they navigated the uncertainty. What
-

run regardless of market conditions.

a couple of new developers enter our
These projects were most likely already

Current KC Market Strength
With an overall vacancy of 4.9% and Class

Market Momentum
After the initial two week scare when
we all decided collectively to get back
to somewhat normal work, the market started to pick back up. The lack of
being able to meet in person and have
out of town prospects come to tour cer-

we remain a strong market without a lot
of vacancy and landlords don’t seem to be
struggling as they may be in other parts
of the country. With our centrality, rail
and highway infrastructure, we continue to be an attractive distribution hub. On

the larger users that had transactions in
the process, seemed to continue along
the path that they set forth prior to pan-

unemployment rate has climbed by 12%
lately. However, labor is a strong driver
in bringing new projects to Kansas City.

the industrial market and particularly in
Kansas City that these have not been put
on hold.
estate remains strong and will continue

remain the asset class that most institutions should focus on moving forward.
Distribution networks make our country
run and provide essential goods to consumers whether they are out physically
shopping or continuing to learn how to
order online. Let’s continue putting up
spec buildings and looking forward to the
future which will continue to put Kansas
City on the national map!

BUILT FOR THE NOW,
THE NEXT, AND KANSAS CITY.
Contact us today and learn how we can deliver for you.
John J. Schorgl, MBA, CCIM
Managing Director, Mortgage Banking
816.759.0367
john.schorgl@berkadia.com
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INTERACTIVE MAP
The Kansas City Business Journal’s
interactive development map Crane
Watch is live. In a city that’s constantly
reinventing itself, Crane Watch provides
you the latest information on local
construction and development projects
— we update it continuously. You’re able
to click on any point on the map to see
a description of the project, who’s doing
it, when it should be completed, how
much it’ll cost and what it will look like.
Projects feature a hyperlink taking you to
a recent story KCBJ has written about the
project. The tabs along the bottom allow
you to view projects by category. Crane
Watch is a vital tool for our readers, and
one that will help you navigate the everchanging face of the Kansas City area.

Q VIEW THE MAP NOW AT
bizjournals.com/kansascity/feature/crane-watch

For sponsorship op
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rship opportunites, contact Beth Collins at bcollins@bizjournals.com or 816-777-2206.
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YOUR MOST VALUABLE PARTNER IN REAL ESTATE
CCIM Designees, Kansas City Chapter
Adam Abrams

Wesley Detwiler

Kelvin Heck

Paul Neal

AREA REAL ESTATE ADVISORS, LLC

Hunt Midwest

Heck Land Company

Grindstone Industrial

Henry K. Adamson

Travis Doherty

Doug Hedrick

Ferd Niemann

Adamson & Associates, Inc.

IRR Corporate & Public Finance

Colliers International

third IV Properties, LLC

Richard (RC) Jensen

David Noon

James Stacy
Stacy Company LLC

Adam Stein
Berkshire Hathaway

David Anderson

Bill Early

AMAI Architecture

HailSolve

Colliers International

RealPac

Kate Sullinger

Nathan Anderson

Aaron Elyachar

Bruce Johnson

Jason Nooteboom

Grandbriege Real Estate Capital LLC

NAI Heartland

Elyachar Investments LLC

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

Dean Realty Co

Bruce Baker

Jon England

John Jorden

Joe Orscheln

Baker Realty Advisors, Inc.

NAI Heartland

Anita Bates

Christina Fenwick

Colliers International

UMB Bank

Douglas Bates

Mike Foster

Grandbridge Real Estate Capital, LLC

Foster & Associates, Inc.

Jill Bergthold

Jeff Franklin

Fishman Commercial Real Estate

J.W. Franklin Co.

Ken Block

Jerry W. Franklin

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

J.W. Franklin Co.

William Block

Don Gessen

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

Ben Boyd

Marty Gilchrist

Colliers International

Reece Commercial

R. A. ‘Bucky’ Brooks

Larry Goldman

Copaken Brooks

Remax Commercial

Blake Chipman

Puneet Gorawara

Academy Bank

KDR Group

James Clark

Jeremy Greenamyre

Oxford Realty LLC

Greenamyre Rentals, Inc.

Walt Clements

Bob Gude

Clements Realty Advisors

Northpoint Development

Charles Connely

Stephanie Harris

Lewis White Real Estate Center

KCB Bank

Ellen Todd
Curry Investment Company

Jack Jorden Real Estate

CBRE, Inc.

Ann Jorden-Spencer

Brent Roberts

Gabe Tovar

Jack Jorden Real Estate, LLC

Block Real Estate Services

NorthMarq

Gib Kerr

Chris Robertson

Cushman & Wakefield

Newmark Grubb Zimmer

Whitney Kerr, Jr.

T. David Rogers

Cushman & Wakefield

RE/MAX Elite, REALTORS

Whitney Kerr, Sr.

Skip Rosenstock

Cushman & Wakefield

Lane4 Property Group

Aaron Mesmer

Robert O. Schock

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

Yarco Company, Inc.

Perry Trout
Kevin Tubbesing
The Land Source/Evergreen Real Estate
Services

Andrew Van Zante
US Bank

David A. Love

John Schorgl

Michael VanBuskirk

David A. Love & Company

Berkadia

Newmark Grubb Zimmer

Patrick Meraz

Frank Sciara

Jones Lang LaSalle Americas, Inc.

Grandbridge Real Estate Capital, LLC

Ralph Varnum
Varnum Armstrong Deeter, Inc.

Aaron Mesmer

Steve Shearer

Block Real Estate Services, LLC

The Shearer Real Estate Co.

Todd Welhoelter

Jayme Miller

Bret Sheffield

Commercial Property Advisors

NorthPoint Development

VanTrust Real Estate, LLC

Holly Larrison Mills

Raymond Sisson

CBRE Kansas City

BHHS Stein and Summers Real Estate

Pat Murfey

Susan M. Smith

Evergreen Real Estate Services

Susan M. Smith Advisory Services, LLC

Janet Wilkerson
INVEST Commercial Real Estate

Christopher Williams
Highlands Development Group

Annual Partners

Event Sponsors

Broker Sponsors
Education Sponsor
Dentons
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